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LUDWIG OERTLING, BALANCE-MAKER
The Man, His Company and its Products
by Barry J. Oliver, C.Chem., FRSC
LUDWIG OERTLING was born in Mecklenburg-Schwerin
in 1818, and trained as an instrument-maker under his
elder brother in Berlin. Ludwig first arrived in London
in 1842 as a journeyman instrument-maker in one of
London’s top workshops. He founded the company
bearing his name in 1846, which rapidly became foremost in fine balance-making in the United Kingdom for
150 years, 1846—1996.
The company flourished during Ludwig’s lifetime and, in
terms of product quality, was at its zenith from c.1875 to
1914, by which time Ludwig’s son Henry had taken
control. Initially the company’s main business area was
in the precious metals trade, making massive bullion balances and delicate assay
balances. The Oertling No.12 assay balance, introduced in the 1860s, revolutionised
the construction of assay balances world-wide. As the gold rushes declined at the
turn of the 20th century, so the emphasis slowly shifted to chemical and analytical
balances for the emerging educational and industrial laboratory markets.
After Henry’s son Lewis was killed in WWI, Henry lost interest. L. Oertling became
a Limited company in 1919 and was secretly taken over by the giant scale-makers
W&T Avery in 1924. Avery provided genuine help enabling Oertling to innovate and
to continue to dominate the British laboratory weighing market through WWII and
for decades later. Two such innovations were the microbalances featuring a unique
beam, and the robust top-pan balances for school use. Oertling lost its way during
the electronic weighing era, for several reasons, and ultimately closed in 1996.
The primary aim of this book is to preserve the history of the company, its
production methods and first-hand knowledge of its products before they are lost
for ever. Secondly, to re-introduce high precision balances in general and Oertling
in particular into that area of knowledge generally entitled History of Scientific
Instruments, wherein they have been neglected in recent years. Thirdly, and at the
practical level, this is a reference work for collectors, conservators, museum
curators and dealers in fine balances. The very extensive tables and lists will enable
readers to readily identify and date almost all Oertling balances and weight sets.
The intended readership is primarily:
Serious and casual collectors of scales, balances, weights and measures;
Historians of Science and Scientific Instrumentation;
Historians of Metrology and Fine Engineering;
Museum Curators specialising in sciences and fine engineering;
Auction House specialists in scientific instruments and fine engineering;
Antiques Dealers tending towards the science and fine engineering sectors;
Reference Libraries.
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THE AUTHOR (left) draws upon his forty years of
practical laboratory experience in the latter half of the
20th century, which included a great deal of weighing at a
very high professional level, much of it on Oertling
balances. The text contains a large amount of totally
fresh material direct from the laboratory bench,
including much which is rapidly passing from the
collective memory of the denizens of lab-land. Further
fresh data has been extracted from Oertling manuscript
material in the Avery Museum, in the Avery archive of
Birmingham Library, and from the author’s own
collections. Most importantly, great use has been made
of interview evidence from forty ex-Oertling instrument-makers, fitters, service
engineers, salesmen, managers and directors. The author’s own collection of
Oertling balances, weight sets, original catalogues and engineering drawings have
also been heavily mined for data. The author therefore hopes that this authoritative
account will displace totally the grossly erroneous information on Oertling and its
associated companies currently to be found on several websites and elsewhere.
The book is not a conventional biography or company history; rather it is in part a
biography, in part a company history, and partly a practical guide and highly
detailed reference work. There are illustrations of over 100 balance models,
enabling easy identification, plus lists of manufacturing dates for each model, and
interpretations of the semi-secret pencil marks carried by many Oertling balances.
Also included are dates and technical data for 180 different weight sets. Anyone
having absorbed this book should be able not only to identify and date almost all
Oertling balances and weight sets, but also be enabled to carry out conservation
work on them if they already possess the requisite basic practical DIY skills.

In short it is an encyclopaedia of all things ‘OERTLING.’
In order to keep the size down, all tables, lists and appendices have been placed on a
DVD to be found in a pocket inside the rear cover. Having these on the DVD
separate from the printed main book will be a real asset to the reader, for it will be
possible to have the printed text open at a page relevant to a specific artefact, whilst
simultaneously pursuing the same item in the lists and tables on screen. Advantage
has been taken of the capacity of the DVD to place the whole book on the DVD.
This is a hard-bound book printed on acid-free paper because it has to last — the
author hopes it will be the Oertling reference work for decades to come. To achieve
the maximum distribution of the book and the widest possible dissemination of the
authoritative information therein, the price has been heavily subsidised.
Format: A4
Printed Pages: 716 plus DVD ROM
Illustrations: 3 colour, 113 b/w
Price: £30
Available from: barry.oliver@keme.co.uk

